This paper considers problems of the following type: We are given an edge weighted graph G = V ;E . It is assumed that each edge e of the given network has an associated function c e that speci es the cost of shortening the edge by a given amount and that there is a budget B on the total reduction cost. The goal is to develop a reduction strategy satisfying the budget constraint so that the total length of a minimum spanning tree in the modi ed network is the smallest possible over all reduction strategies that obey the budget constraint.
Introduction
We study network design problems where the goal is to nd optimal improvement strategies for modifying a given network. Such problems arise in diverse areas including design of high speed communication networks KJ83 , video on demand KPP93 , teleconferencing KPP92a and VLSI design CKR + 92, ZPD94 . For example, consider the following scenario that arises in the cost bene t analysis for improving communication networks. A large communication company is approached by a client with the requirement to interconnect a set of cities housing the client's o ces, e.g. banks with a high transaction rate between the sites. The company has a list of feasible links that it can use to construct a network to connect these cities. Each link has a construction cost associated with it. One of the main concerns of the client is to build a communication network of minimum cost. This is the ubiquitous minimum spanning tree problem. With the advent of optical communication technology, the client would like to upgrade the communication network and has allocated a certain budget to do so. In general, there is a cost for improving each link in the existing network by a unit amount. The goal is to design a strategy to upgrade the links of the network so that the total cost of upgrading the links is no more than the allocated budget, and the cost of a minimum spanning tree for the upgraded network is the least over all the possible improvements of the network satisfying the budget constraint.
The problem stated above is an example of an edge based network improvement problem. In this paper we focus on such problems for undirected graphs. The nodes of the graph represent the set of sites o ces. A cost function speci es the cost of improving an edge by a given amount. For a given budget B and a class of subgraphs S, the goal is to nd a reduction strategy such that the total cost of reduction is at most B and the minimum cost subgraph S 2 S with respect to some measure M under the upgraded costs is the best over all possible reduction strategies which obey the budget constraint. In this paper, we restrict our attention to cases in which M is the total cost or the diameter of the subgraph. The class of subgraphs S considered includes spanning trees, Steiner trees, generalized Steiner forests, etc. A main contribution of this paper is a general technique for obtaining the rst polynomial time approximation algorithms for a large class of edge based network improvement problems.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic de nitions and formal statements of the problems considered in this paper. It also discusses a framework for evaluating approximation algorithms. Section 3 summarizes the results in the paper. Section 4 discusses related work. In Section 5, we brie y discuss the structure of optimal solutions. Section 6 contains the complexity results for solving the problems optimally. Section 7 contains our approximation algorithms for general graphs. Section 8 presents a faster approximation algorithm for linear cost functions. Section 9 discusses the extensions of these algorithms to other subgraph classes and Section 10 discusses improved approximations for the class of treewidth bounded graphs. Finally, Section 11 contains directions for future research.
Problem Formulation and Approximation Framework
Let G = V;E bean undirected graph. Associated with each edge e 2 E, there are nonnegative values as follows:`e denotes the length or the weight of the edge e and min e denotes the minimum length to which the edge e can be reduced. Consequently, we assume throughout the presentation that`m in e `e. The nonnegative cost function c e indicates how expensive it is to reduce the length of e by a certain amount.
We assume without loss of generality that c e 0 = 0 for all edges e 2 E. 4 A reduction strategy or simply reduction on the edges of G speci es how to reduce the`-length of each edge e to a value in the range `m in e; e . Given a budget B, we de ne a feasible reduction to be a nonnegative function r de ned on E with the following properties: For all edges e 2 E,`e , re `m in e and P e2E c e re B.
If r is a feasible reduction, we can consider the graph G with edge weights given by the reduced lengths", namely `, re : =e , re e 2 E.
Let S be a subgraph class and let S 2 S be a subgraph of G. The total length of S under the weight function`, denoted by`S, is de ned to bethe sum of the lengths of the edges in S. We denote a minimum total length subgraph in S with respect to the weight function`by S G `. Similarly, if r is a feasible reduction in G then S G `,r denotes a minimum total length subgraph with respect to the reduced lengths e , re e 2 E. We omit the graph G in the subscript whenever such an omission does not cause any ambiguity. In what follows we will often use the same symbolfor a subgraph and its cost and the intended meaning will be clear from the context. For some versions of the problems discussed in the sequel, we impose some additional constraints on permissible reductions. Thus, we obtain the following three cases:
1. For each edge e, the reduction must either shorten the length of the edge to`m in e or leave the length unchanged. Formally, w e require each feasible reduction to satisfy the condition re 2 f0; e ,`m in eg for all e 2 E. These reductions will be referred to as 0 1-reductions. Note that another way to view a 0 1-reduction r is to use it to model the insertion of alternative edges to the graph G, with the reduction of the edge e corresponding to the insertion of a new edgeê parallel to e with`ê = min e. 2. The reduction r must be an integer valued function; i.e., for each edge e, re must be an integer in f0; 1; : : : ; e,`m in eg. We denote this type of reductions by I-reductions integer reductions".
3. The third case is the least restricted one. Here we allow a reduction r to take on rational values; i.e., for each edge e, the reduction can be a rational value 4 Any reduction will incur a minimum cost of P e2E c e 0 and we can subtract this sum from the budget B in advance. in 0; e ,`m in e . We refer to these reductions as R-reductions rational reductions".
The reader may w onder why it is necessary to look at the various types of reduction strategies. As the subsequent sections show, for several problems considered here, the complexity of obtaining an optimal solution depends on the type of reduction strategy used. In contrast, the approximation algorithms we devise generally work for any of the three variants simultaneously.
We are now ready to formulate the problems studied in this paper. Our formulation is based on the work of MRS + 95 . A generic edge based network improvement problem f 1 ; f 2 ; S, is de ned by identifying two minimization objectives, f 1 and f 2 , from a set of possible objectives, and specifying a membership requirement in a class of subgraphs, S. The problem speci es a budget value B on the rst objective, f 1 , under c e cost function, and seeks to nd a subgraph S 2 S such that the cost of S is a minimum with respect to the second objective, f 2 , under the modi ed cost function`, r. The cost of upgrading the network as measured by f 1 under c e should be no more than B. For the budgeted objective f 1 , w e focus on the total cost of upgrading the network. As mentioned earlier, upgrading of edges can be carried out by a reduction r that is 0 1 or integral or rational. We use these three types to further classify f 1 . Thus f 1 2 f 0 1-Upgrade-Total Cost, I-Upgrade-Total Cost, R-Upgrade-Total Cost g.
For the minimization objective f 2 , we consider the total cost of all the edges in the subgraph. Finally, for the problems considered here S 2 f Spanning Tree, Steiner Tree, Generalized Steiner Tree, g, etc.
For example, the improvement problem for obtaining a spanning tree of small length described in the earlier sections is the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem. In this problem, the goal is to nd a reduction r of cost at most B such that MST G `, r has the least possible value. Similarly, the goal of the 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree problem is to nd a shortest Steiner tree in the modi ed network under 0 1-reductions that obeys the budget constraint.
Most of the network improvement problems considered in this paper are NP-hard. In fact, for several problems e.g. 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree we show that it is hard to nd a solution that is near-optimal with respect to the objective, if the solution is required to satisfy the budget constraint. Given these hardness results, we focus on nding e cient approximation algorithms that guarantee a solution which is approximate in terms of both the budget and the objective function. We rst discuss a measure to evaluate approximation algorithms for such network improvement problems.
De nition 2.1 Let ; 1 be constants. We say that an algorithm is an ; -approximation algorithm for a f 1 ; f 2 ; S problem, if for each instance, the algorithm returns a reduction r and a subgraph S 2 S such that 1. The cost of the reduction under f 1 is at most Band 2.
`, rS S G `, r ; 1 where r denotes an optimal edge-reduction of cost at most B, S G `,r denotes the cost under f 2 of an optimal subgraph in the network with cost function`,r and `, rS denotes the cost of the subgraph S with cost function`, r.
Example 2.2 Consider the graphs given in Figure 1 . Figure 1a shows a graph G where each edge e is associated with the three values `e; min e; c e . The third parameter c e represents the cost of reducing the length of the edge by a unit amount; i.e., the cost function on each edge in this simple example is linear and is given by c e t = c e t. The result of a modi cation of G is shown in Figure 1b . The edges belonging to the minimum spanning tree are drawn as dashed lines. The modi cation corresponding to Figure 1b involves a cost of 24 and the weight o f t h e resulting tree is 7. Figure 1c shows the graph with edge lengths resulting from a reduction that is optimal among all reductions of cost no more than 22. There, the weight of the spanning tree resulting from the reduction is 4. Thus, the reduction of Figure 1b is a 7 =4; 24=22-approximation to an optimal solution with budget 22. 
Summary of Results
Here, for the rst time in the literature, we study the complexity and approximability of several network improvement problems. We present both NP-hardness results and approximation algorithms with provable performance guarantees for the problems studied here. 4. For general graphs, given any xed 0, we present a 1 + 1 = ; 1 + approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem. This algorithm can accommodate a variety of reduction cost functions. When the reduction cost functions are linear, we present an ecient implementation of the approximation algorithm using Megiddo's technique Meg83 . For graphs of bounded treewidth, we give an improved approximation algorithm with a performance of 1 + "; 1 + " for any xed " 0.
5. For general graphs, we present an Olog n; Olog n approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree problem. Our approximation algorithm for R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree can be extended signi cantly. For example, using our ideas in conjunction with the results of Goemans et. al. GGP + 94 , we can obtain similar approximation results for nding budget constrained minimum-cost generalized Steiner trees, minimumcost k-edge connected subgraphs and other network design problems speci ed by w eakly supermodular functions.
Comparison with Related Work
As far as we know, the problems considered in this paper have not been previously studied. Recently in an independent e ort Frederickson and Solis-Oba FSO96 considered the problem of increasing the weight of a minimum spanning tree in a graph subject to a budget constraint where the cost functions are assumed to be linear in the weight increase. In contrast to the results presented here, they show that while the integral case is NP-hard, the rational case is solvable in polynomial time using tools from matriod theory. Berman Ber92 considers the problem of shortening edges in a given tree to minimize its shortest path tree weight and shows that the problem can besolved in strongly polynomial time. Plesnik Pl81 has shown that the budgetconstrained minimum diameter problem i.e., given a graph G = V;E with a length e and cost ce for each edge e 2 E and a cost budget B, select a subset E 0 of E so that the total cost of edges in E 0 is at most B and the diameter of the graph formed by E 0 is a minimum among all subsets satisfying the budget constraint is NP-hard. He also shows that, if the budget constraint cannot be violated, then even approximating the diameter to within a factor of less than 2 is NP-hard. It can be seen that the problem considered by Plesnik is an edge-based network improvement problem under 0 1-reductions where there is a budget on the total upgrade cost and the goal is to improve the diameter of the network. The important di erence between this problem and the 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree problem considered here is that the former problem does not require the subgraph induced by the modi ed edges to bea tree. Phillips Phi93 studies the problem of nding an optimal strategy for reducing the capacity of the network so that the residual capacity in the modi ed network is minimized. The problems studied here and in Phi93, Ber92 can be broadly classi ed as types of bicriteria problems. Recently, there has been substantial work on nding e cient approximation algorithms for a variety of bicriteria problems see KP95, Has92, MRS + 95, RMR + 93, Rav94, War92 and the references therein. In this section we comment on the structure of optimal solutions to the R-UpgradeTotal-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem for linear reduction costs on the edges, that is, c e t = c e t for all e 2 E and some constants c e . We also mention some special cases of the problem that can be solved in polynomial time. First, suppose that the given budget B is zero. Then R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree reduces to the well known minimum spanning tree problem with length function`e, and is known to be optimally solvable by classical algorithms e.g. Kruskal's algorithm. Similarly, i f B = + 1 i.e., there is no bound on the cost of upgrading the network, the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem again reduces to the minimum spanning tree problem but this time with edge-lengths given by`m in .
Optimal solutions to R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree also exhibit some structure in the general case i.e., B 6 2 f0; +1g. Any feasible reduction r induces a tree in a natural way, namely a minimum spanning tree T r in the graph with the modi ed edge lengths. Observe that the quality of the solution produced via the reduction r depends solely on the weight o f T r , so all the cost incurred in upgrading edges not in T r is wasted. Moreover, for any xed tree T in G, the Greedystrategy that successively reduces a cheapest available edge is an optimal reduction strategy. Thus, if we already knew a minimum spanning tree T r corresponding to an optimal reduction r , we could solve R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree quite easily. This observation also suggests a very simple exponential time algorithm for solving R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree: Enumerate all spanning trees in G, apply the above Greedy-strategy to each of them and then select the best solution. Unfortunately, a graph G with n nodes can have n n,2 di erent spanning trees.
We now discuss the sensitivity of optimal reduction strategies to changes in the given budget B. If we x a spanning tree and plot the weight of that tree as a function of the money spent on it in a Greedy manner, we see that each piece corresponds to a budget range where one particular edge e is shortened. Thus it is easy to see that the piece has slope ,1=c e . Figure 2 shows the plots corresponding to the tree T 1 consisting of the edges v 2 ; v 3 , v 2 ; v 4 , v 1 ; v 2 and the tree T 2 consisting of the edges v 3 ; v 4 , v 2 ; v 4 and v 1 ; v 4 taken from the example graph of Figure 1 . As can be seen from Figure 2 , the plots for di erent trees can cross each other multiple times. If we plot the weights of all spanning trees on the same set of axes, the lower envelope gives the optimal remaining weight per budget. It is easy to see that the lower envelope can have an exponential numberof linear pieces.
Hardness Results
In this section, we present NP-hardness and non-approximability results for the problems considered in this paper. We rst show Section 6.1 that several of these problems are NP-hard even for simple classes of graphs trees and series-parallel graphs. Next, for general graphs, we strengthen our results and provide Section 6.2 nonapproximability results for several problems.
Results for Special Classes of Graphs
It is easy to see c.f. Section 5 that when G is a tree and the cost functions c e are all linear, R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree and I-UpgradeTotal-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problems can besolved optimally in polynomial time by a Greedy-type algorithm that simply keeps on reducing the length of the cheapest available edge. In contrast, as shown in the next proposition, the 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem is NP-hard even when G is a tree. The same construction also yields the NP-hardness of 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree. Proof: The proof is by a reduction from the Partition problem which is known to be NP-complete GJ79 . An instance of Partition consists of a set A = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g of integers, where P n i=1 x i is even, and the question is whether there is a subset A 0 of A such that the sum of the integers in A 0 is equal to 1 2 P n i=1 x i . Starting from an instance of Partition, we produce an instance of 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree which is also an instance of 0 1-Upgrade-TotalCost, Diameter, Spanning Tree as follows. The graph G is a simple path on n + 1 nodes. Let v 0 , v 1 , : : : , v n denote the nodes in the order in which they appear in the path. For edge e = v i,1 ; v i 1 i n, let`e = x i ,`m in e = 0 and c e t = t.
Further, let the cost budget B = 1 2 P n i=1 x i . Since we are considering 0 1-reductions, the cost of upgrading edge e is either 0 or x i , and the length of e either remains as x i or is decreased to 0. Using this fact, it can be veri ed that there is a feasible 0 1-reduction that produces a spanning tree of total length which is equal to its diameter 1 2 P n i=1 x i if and only if the Partition instance has a solution.
2
Next, we will prove that the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem is NP-hard even for very restricted classes of graphs and the most simple reduction cost functions.
Theorem 6.2 R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree i s NP- hard, even when restricted to series-parallel graphs with linear reduction cost functions c e i.e., c e t = c e t for all e 2 E.
Proof: We use a reduction from Continuous Multiple Choice Knapsack which is known to beNP-complete c.f. GJ79, Problem MP11, page 247 . An instance of CMC-Knapsack is given by a nite set U of n items, a size su and value vu for each item, a partition U 1 U k of U into disjoint sets and two integers S and K. The question is, whether there is a choice of a unique element u i 2 U i , for each 1 i k, and an assignment of rational numbers r i ; 0 r i 1 to these elements such that P k i=1 r i su i S and
Given an instance of CMC-Knapsack we construct a graph G = V;E in the following way: We let V = U fX;T;T 1 ; : : : ; T k g, E := E 1 E 2 E 3 with E 1 := fX;u : u 2 Ug, E 2 := fu; T i : u 2 U i ; i = 1; : : : ; k g and E 3 := fT i ; T : i = 1; : : : ; k g. The graph constructed this way is obviously series-parallel with terminals X and T.
Figure 3: Graph used in the reduction from Continuous Multiple Choice Knapsack.
De ne D := maxfvu : u 2 Ug. For each edge x; u 2 E 1 , let`x; u := D;`m in x; u := D , vu; c x; u := su=vu. For all edges e 2 E 2 we let`e := min e : = c e := 0, and for all edges e 2 E 3 we de ne`e : = min e : = 3 D and c e := 0.
Set the bound B on the total cost to be S. The graph is shown in Figure 3 . The dotted edges are of weight 0 while the dashed ones have weight 3D. Any MST in G has weight kD+ 3 D.
By the construction, any feasible reduction can only reduce the length of the edges in E 1 . Assume that r is a feasible reduction. Observe that the MST in G with edge lengths given by `, r will always include all edges from E 2 which are of weight 0 and exactly one edge from E 3 , regardless of which edges from E 1 are a ected by the reduction. Observe also that for any xed i 2 f1; : : : ; k g, any MST in the modi ed graph will contain exactly one of the edges of the form X;u 0 , where u 0 2 U i . Consequently, reducing the length of more than one edge X;u 0 with u 0 2 U i will not improve the quality of the solution, but cost money from the budget B. We t h us have:
Observation: If r is a feasible reduction for the instance of R-Upgrade-TotalCost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree de ned above and the weight of an MST in the modi ed graph is Y , then there is always a feasible reduction r 0 , which for each i 2 f1; : : : ; k g reduces at most one of the edges X;u, u 2 U i and the weight of an MST with respect to `, r 0 is also equal to Y . 2 Let r beany reduction as de ned in the above observation and for i = 1 ; : : : ; k let e i = X;u i bethe unique edge from x to U i a ected by the reduction. The weight of an MST in with respect to `, r is then given by
The cost of reduction r is given by
We n o w prove the following: There is a feasible reduction r such that MST G `,r 3+kD ,K, if and only if there exists a choice of a unique element u i 2 U i , 1 i k and an assignment of rational numbers r i ; 0 r i 1 to these elements such that P k i=1 r i su i B and P k i=1 r i vu i K. First, assume that there is a feasible reduction r such that MST G `, r 3 + kD ,K. Without loss of generality, w e can assume that r has the properties as stated in the above observation. Then for i = 1 ; : : : ; k there is at most one edge e i = X;u with u 2 U i such that re i 0. If there is such an edge e i , we de ne r i := re i vu i = re i e i ,`m in e i 4 and let u i := u. If for all edges X;u with u 2 U i we have re i = 0, we simply let r i := 0 and choose u i 2 U arbitrarily. It follows readily from the de nition and the feasibility of the reduction r that r i 2 0; 1 . Moreover, using Equation 3 we see that P n i=1 r i su i B B 1 . Using equation 2 and the fact that the weight MST G `, r is no more than 3 + kD , K we obtain that
Conversely, i f w e can pick unique elements u i from the sets U i and nd rational numbers r i 2 0; 1 such that P n i=1 r i su i B and P n i=1 r i vu i K. We can de ne a reduction r by rX;u i : = r i vu i = r i `x; u i ,`m in x; u i for i = 1 ; : : : ; k and re := 0 for all other edges. It follows that r is indeed feasible, and using equation 2 we see that the MST in the modi ed graph is no heavier than 3 + kD , K. 2 6.2 Non-approximability Results for General Graphs Given an instance of Set Cover, we construct the natural bipartite graph with one partition for set nodes denoted by Q 1 , Q 2 , : : : , Q m and the other for element nodes denoted by q 1 , q 2 , : : : , q n , and edges representing element inclusion in the sets. To this bipartite graph, we add an enforcer" node denoted by x which is adjacent to each of the set nodes. Let G denote the resulting bipartite graph. The set R of terminals for the Steiner tree instance is given by R = fx; q 1 ; q 2 ; : : : ; q n g. For each edge e in G, we set`e = 1 and`m in e = ", where " is a positive quantity chosen so that " 1 , 1n + k :
5 For each edge, the reduction cost function c e is given by c e 0 = 0 and c e 1 , " = 1 .
Since we are dealing with 0 1-reductions, the cost function needs to be speci ed only for these two values. The cost budget B is set to n + k, where k is the bound on the size of the set cover.
Suppose there is a set cover Q 0 = fQ i 1 ; Q i 2 ; : : : ; Q i k g of size k. Consider the Steiner tree T in G consisting of x, the edges x; Q i j , 1 j k, and one edge from each element node to some set node in Q 0 . Since Q 0 i s a c o ver, each element n o d e m ust be adjacent to some set node in Q 0 . Let r be the reduction de ned by re = 1 , " if e 2 T and re = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that the total cost of r is n+k and that the total length of T in the modi ed graph is n + k". Thus, if there is a set cover of size k, then the modi ed graph has a Steiner tree of length at most n + k". Since A is a ; 1 approximation algorithm, the length of a Steiner tree returned by A is at most n + k".
Suppose there is no set cover of size at most k. Thus, at least k + 1 sets are needed to cover the elements. By our construction, any Steiner tree T 0 that connects together the n + 1 nodes in R must have a total of at least n + k + 2 nodes, and consequently at least n + k + 1 edges. Since the cost budget is at most n + k, there must be at least one edge of length 1 in T 0 and so the total length of T 0 is at least 1 + n + k".
Using Equation 5, it can be veri ed that n+k" 1+n+k". Therefore, using A, w e can solve an arbitrary instance of Set Cover in polynomial time, contradicting the assumption that P 6 = NP. 2
Corollary 6.5 Unless P = NP, for any 1, there is no polynomial time ; 1 approximation for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree and I-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree problems even when restricted to bipartite graphs.
Proof: Let us rst consider the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner
Tree problem. We use the same construction as above, except that for each edge e the reduction cost function c e is given by c e t = t=1 , " for t 0, where " satis es
Equation 5. By the same argument a s i n t h e proof of Theorem 6.4, it follows that if there is a set cover of size k, a ; 1-approximation algorithm must return a reduction r and a Steiner tree of length at most n + k" under the modi ed edge lengths. Conversely, if there is no set cover of size at most k, then again any Steiner tree T in the graph must contain at least n + k + 1 edges. Since for t units of the budget the weight of T can bereduced by at most 1 , "t units, it follows that after modifying the lengths for a budget of n+k the weight o f T is at least 1+n+k". The remainder of the proof is identical to that in the proof of Theorem 6.4.
For I-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree, we let`m in e = 1
and`e = 1 + , 1n + k for all edges in the graph. We also de ne c e t = t and set the budget to , 1n + k 2 . Now, the remainder of the proof is along the same lines as above.
The following complementary non-approximability result for the above problems is a direct consequence of the fact that the optimal Steiner tree problem is NP-hard even for bipartite graphs GJ79, Problem ND12, pages 208 209 . 
Results for Diameter Problems
Our next proposition presents a negative result concerning the approximability o f IUpgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree and 0 1-Upgrade-TotalCost, Diameter, Spanning Tree problems. These results are obtained using a reduction from the Set Cover problem and the following hardness result from Fe95 for Min Set Cover, an optimization version of Set Cover.
Theorem 6.7 Unless NP DTIMEN log log N , for any 0 1, the Min Set Cover problem, with a universe of size K, c annot be approximated i n p olynomial time to within a ln K factor. 2
Proposition 6.8 Unless NP DTIMEN log log N , for any " 0 and 0 1, there is no polynomial time 11=10 , "; ln B approximation algorithm for either of the problems 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree and IUpgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree.
Proof: Given an instance of Set Cover, we rst construct the natural bipartite graph, with one side of the partition for set nodes Q j , j = 1 ; : : : ; m , and the other for element nodes q i , i = 1 ; : : : ; n . We insert an edge fQ j ; q i g i q i 2 Q j . All these edges e have length`e = min e = 4 . Now we add an enforcer node x and join it to all the set nodes. For these edges e we de ne`e = 2 , min e = 1 . Finally, for each edge e, we let c e 0 = 0 and c e t = 1 for any t 0, and choose B = k. The above construction yields both an instance of I-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree and an instance of 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there is no single set Q j covering all the elements in Q; i.e., Q j 6 = Q for j = 1; : : : ; m . Then the spanning tree T in G 0 with minimum diameter satis es diaT = 12, and a diametric path of that tree is between any two element nodes that are not adjacent to the same set node.
Observe that any feasible reduction r corresponds to a choice of at most B = k sets from the collection Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m .
Given any integer reduction r it is easy to see that there is a spanning tree in G 0 with edge lengths given by`,r with diameter 10, if the selection of sets corresponding to the reduction covers all the elements in Q, and that the diameter of G 0 again with edge lengths given by`, r i s at least 11, if the selection does not form a cover.
For expository reasons, we rst argue that, unless P = NP, there is no polynomial time 11=10 , "; 1 approximation algorithm for the problem. Suppose A is such an algorithm. If there is a set cover of size k or less, then A must return a reduction Ar yielding a spanning tree of diameter at most 10. On the other hand, if there is no set cover, then the best tree we can obtain by modifying the network has diameter 11. Thus Algorithm A can be used to decide an arbitrary instance of Set Cover. We now turn to the proof of the result stated in the proposition. Suppose A is an algorithm that provides a performance guarantee of 11=10 , "; ln B for some " 0 and 0 1. Given any instance I of Min Set Cover, we construct the graph G 0 as above. Then we run the algorithm A for the budgets B = 1; : : : ; minfn; mg.
Observe that this will still result in an overall polynomial time. Let B min denote the minimum budget in f1; : : : ; minfn; mgg such that A returns a reduction Ar resulting in a spanning tree of diameter 10. By the above observations and the fact that the algorithm spends at most B ln B units of money, we see that there must be a set cover of size at most B ln B. By the choice of B min there can beno set cover of size strictly less than B min . Thus we can approximate the minimum set cover by a factor of no more than ln B min ln n. 2 7 Approximation Algorithm for General Graphs
In this section, we present our approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-TotalCost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem. As mentioned earlier, the approximation algorithm extends easily to a broad class of network improvement problems where the objective to beminimized is the total cost of a connected subnetwork e.g. budget constrained minimum Steiner tree problem.
High Level Description
We rst give an informal description of the algorithm. The main procedure uses a parametric search. In this search, the algorithm tries to nd a good compromise between weighing the total length and the corresponding reduction cost of a tree in general. To this end, the algorithm performs a binary search with parameter K on the interval I := 1 n , 1 min e2E`m in e; 1 n , 1 max e2E` e . Note that if MST G `, r denotes the total weight of a minimum spanning tree after an optimal reduction r then 1 MST G `, r 2 I . For each K 2 I , which is probed with the help of a test procedure during the search, the algorithm rst calculates a coarse heuristic measure that indicates how important it is to shorten an edge. Then, for each edge e in the graph, the blend of its length and the reduction cost is re ned using the cost function c e . After calculating such compound costs for the edges, we compute a minimum spanning tree with respect to these costs. The algorithm stops when a goodblend has been found, meaning in this context that there exists a tree of total compound cost that is small compared to the current parameter K.
For large values of K the reduction costs on the edges are weighted more than their lengths and the algorithm will tend to reduce the edge lengths only by a small amount, resulting in low overall reduction costs and more or less heavy trees. Also, since K is large, the test on the compound cost of the minimum spanning tree computed will succeed. The algorithm now tries to reduce K as much as possible and nd a minimum K 2 I such that it can successfully compute a light compound cost spanning tree.
Our approximation algorithm for R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree is shown in Figure 4 . This algorithm uses the test procedure given in Figure 5 .
Correctness and Performance Guarantee
We n o w turn to prove the performance guarantee provided by the algorithm HeuristicUpgrade. We rst prove some preliminary lemmas. The proof of performance relies mainly on the following lemma, which ensures that the binary search in the main procedure works correctly. In stating this lemma, we use the notation introduced in the two procedures Heuristic-Upgrade and TestBlend described above. We now prove the performance of the algorithm.
Theorem 7.3 For any xed ;" 0, Heuristic-Upgrade is an approximation algorithm for R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree that nds a solution whose length is at most 1 + 1 times that of a minimum length spanning tree plus an additive constant of at most ", and the total cost of the improvement is at most 1 + times the budget B.
Proof: Let r be an optimal feasible reduction and let T be a minimum spanning tree in G with respect to the weight function`, r . For the sake of shorter notation let L := `, r T beits total weight in the graph with the edge lengths resulting from the optimal reduction r . We now show Test-Blend would return Yes" if called with the valueK which is the smallest value in the "-spacing of the interval I from 6 satisfyingK L = .
Thus,K is some rational numbersatisfying the equatioñ K = L = + " 0 12
where 0 " 0 " . For each edge e 2 T we can estimate the weight h K e similar to inequality 9 in the proof of Lemma 7.1. This way, we see that the weight of T under hK is no more than L +K B B. Consequently, the minimum spanning tree with respect to hK that would be found by the procedure during the call has hK-weight at most L +K 12
Hence, the test in Step 4 of Test-Blend would besuccessful and the procedure would return Yes". Since we know by Corollary 7.2 that the binary search correctly locates a minimum value K 0 , this now implies that the minimum value K 0 must satisfy K 0 K = L = +" 0 . Let T 0 be the minimum spanning tree found by Test-BlendK 0 . Since K 0 ; B 0 and c e t 0 for all t, we have: 
Using this result in 14, we get MST G `, r 1 + 1 MST G `, r + ", which proves the claimed performance of the algorithm with respect to the weight o f a n M S T in the graph after applying the reduction r.
We now estimate the cost of the reduction r found by our heuristic. Note that the cost of r is exactly 
Running Time
We now show that the algorithm can be implemented to run in polynomial time for a broad class of reduction cost functions c e on the edges of the graph. Let L max = max e2E` e. Then the total number of calls to Procedure Test-Blend is Olog nLmax " .
Since and " are xed, the test procedure is called only a polynomial number of times. Thus, to prove that the overall running time of the algorithm is polynomial, it su ces to show that each execution of Test-Blend can becompleted in polynomial time. Here, the only condition to show is that we can minimize the function f e t : = e , t + K B c e t on the compact interval I 0 := 0; e ,`m in e in Step 2 of the procedure in polynomial time. The rest of the procedure consists of computing a minimum spanning tree which can be done in On + m log m; n time using the algorithm of Gabow et. al. GGST86 , where m; n = minfi j log i n m=ng.
Consider the execution of Test-Blend for a given value of K. Observe that in
Step 2 the number`e is an additive constant and K B is a constant factor. Thus, the constrained minimization of f e can bedone easily for for the following sample classes of functions c e :
1. Linear functions, that is, c e t = c e t for some constant c e : Then f e is a linear function in t and the minimum is attained at one of the endpoints of I 0 . Minimizing f e can be done in constant time. Thus, the total running time of the heuristic is Olog nLmax " n + m log m; n. We will show in Section 8 how to improve the algorithm for this particular class of functions.
2. Concave functions: Let e : =e ,`m in e. Then, for any 0 1 w e have by the concavity of c e which implies the concavity of f e : f e 0 + 1 , e f e 0 + 1 , f e e min ff e 0; f e eg :
Thus, the minimum of f e is again either at 0 o r a te ,`m in e.
3. Di erentiable convex functions where we can nd a root of the equation c 0 e t = B K explicitly.
4. Functions that are piecewise of one of the types described above. Observe that the numberof pieces is polynomial in the input size.
For the rst three classes of functions mentioned above, the total computational e ort of our algorithm consists essentially of Olog nLmax " minimum spanning tree computations, which results not only in an overall polynomial time but also in a complexity that is feasible in practice.
Notes on the Algorithm
It should be noted that our Algorithm Heuristic-Upgrade can be modi ed easily to handle instances of I-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree and 0 1-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree, that is, the cases where the reduction is required to be either integer valued or to satisfy re 2 f 0; e, min eg for all e 2 E. For these cases, Step 2 of Test-Blend is modi ed in such a way that the minimization is carried out only over the integers in 0; e ,`m in e or on the two element set f0; e ,`m in eg respectively.
Integer valued reductions are helpful to model discrete steps of improvement, e.g. the addition of a numberof communication links parallel to existing ones in the network. 0 1-Reductions can beused the model the insertion of alternative edges to the graph G, with the reduction of the edge e corresponding to the construction of a new edge e 0 parallel to e with length`m in e.
So far, we have assumed that the function f e t =`e , t + K B c e t can beminimized exactly. This indeed is not necessary to obtain a constant factor approximation algorithm for R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree. In fact, one can show that if in Step 2 of procedure Test-Blend we nd a v alue t 0 satisfying f e t 0 min t2 0;`e,`m in e f e t for some 1 and modify Step 4 to check whether the compound weight of the tree is at most 2 1 + K, this will lead to a polynomial time algorithm which produces a reduction of cost at most 2 1 + B and a corresponding MST of total length at most 1 + 1= times that of an optimal tree plus an additive constant of ".
Faster Algorithm for Linear Reduction Costs
In this section we show how to improve the performance and the running time of the approximation algorithm from Section 7 in the case that the reduction costs on the edges are linear; i.e., c e t c e t for all e 2 E.
The rst observation for the improved algorithm is the following: In Step 2 of procedure Test-Blend the linear function f e t :=`e + t K B c e , 1 is minimized over the interval 0; e , where again e =`e ,`m in e. At which of the two endpoints of the interval the minimum is attained depends solely on the factor K B c e ,1. If we plot the compound weight h K e for each edge e 2 E, for increasing K we get a linear function with exactly one breakpoint. This breakpoint is at B=c e . Figure 6 shows an example of plots of these compound weights.
It is easy to see that, given two edges e and e 0 , their ordering with respect to the compound weights h K changes at most twice when K varies. Also, these at most two values of K, can becomputed in constant time.
The Basic Idea for the Improved Algorithm
Let K 2 I bethe overall minimum value such that Test-BlendK would return
Yes" if called with K = K the interval I is de ned in 6. We can use the the analysis from Section 7 to show that K L = , where L again denotes the length of an optimal reduced tree for a budget of B.
We Lemma 8.1 If the ordering of the edges with respect to their h K -weights is known, we can construct a tree T and a reduction r in time On + m log m; n with the following properties: i The cost P e2E c e re of the reduction r is at most 1 + B.
ii The weight `, rT in the modi ed graph is no more than 1 + 1 = L .
Proof: Observe that, if we knew the h K -weights of the edges in the tree T, w e could now construct a reduction r 0 just as in Step 3 of Heuristic-Upgrade. Using exactly the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.3 but now using that K L = instead of K 0 L = + ", it then follows that `, r 0 T 1 + 1 = L ;
and that the cost of the reduction r 0 is at most 1 + B.
But by the assumption of the lemma, we only have knowledge only about the ordering of the edges and not about K or h K . We o vercome this problem as follows.
Given the ordering of the edges according to their weights, we can use the minimum spanning tree algorithm of Gabow et. al. GGST86 to compute a minimum spanning tree with respect to the h K -weights, without actually knowing these weights. The ordering su ces for this purpose.
Recall from Section 5 that, given a tree and a budget, we can construct an optimal reduction on the tree for that budget in On time by a Greedy-type algorithm that repeatedly reduces the length of the cheapest edge until the budget is exhausted. Thus, if we compute such a reduction r on our tree T with the budget set to 1 + B, the length of T under`, r will be at most `, r 0 T , which in turn is bounded from above by 1 + 1= L .
2
Lemma 8.1 suggests nding an ordering of the edges in the graph according to their compound weight at K . In the sequel we will show how using a technique of Megiddo Meg83 this can beaccomplished e ciently.
Basically we wish to sort the set S := fh K e 1 ; : : : ; h K e m g where K is not known. However, for any K we can decide whether K K or K K by one MST computation: We compute an MST with respect to edge weights given by h K and compare its weight to 1 + K. If the weight is bounded from above by 1 + K, then we know that K K. Otherwise, we can conclude that K K .
To simplify the presentation, we will rst sketch the main idea before going into details. Imagine applying a sequential sorting algorithm to S. The sorting algorithm would start by comparing some values h K e and h K e 0 . Then, we could do the the following: We compute the values of K such that the ordering of e and e 0 with respect to the compound weight h K changes. As seen earlier these are at most two values of K. We compute a minimum spanning tree for each of these critical values" K e;e 0 , and then decide whether K K e;e 0 or K K e;e 0 . Since the ordering of the edges e and e 0 only changes at the intersection points, we can decide whether h K e h K e 0 or vice versa. Thus, by O1 MST computations we can answer a comparison.
Using the idea from above in conjunction with a standard sequential sorting algorithm which makes Om log m comparisons, we could nd the ordering of the edges at K by Om log m MST computations. However, using Megiddo's technique from Meg83 we can speed up the algorithm substantially.
Finding the Ordering with Respect to h K Faster
The crucial trick is to use a clever adaption of a sequentialized parallel sorting algorithm such as Cole's scheme Col88 . Recall that a comparison essentially consists of a MST computation, so comparisons are expensive. Using the parallel sorting scheme, we basically accept a greater total number of comparisons, but we can use the parallelism to group the independent comparisons made in one stage of the parallel machine and then answer all of them together e ciently.
Cole's algorithm uses m processors to sort an array of m elements in parallel time Olog m. Recall that in our case m = jEj is the number of edges in the graph G = V;E. The algorithm is simulated serially, employing one processor" at a time, according to some xed permutation, letting each perform one step in each cycle.
When two values h K e and h K e 0 have to becompared, we compute the at most two critical values where the ordering changes but we do not answer the comparison yet. The crucial observation is that the critical values can be computed independently, meaning that each of the processors" does not need any knowledge about the critical points computed by the other ones.
After the rst of the Olog m stages, we are given at most 2m critical values of K, say K 1 K 2 K r with r 2P . For convenience set K 0 := ,1 and K r+1 := +1. Using binary search, we nd an interval K i ; K i+1 , where K must be contained. This is done in the following way: Start with low := ,1 and high := +1. Then compute the median M := K br+1=2c of the K j in Or time. We then decide whether K M by computing a MST T with edge weights given by h M : If h M T 1+ M, then we know that K M. Otherwise, K M . In the rst case, we set high := M and remove all values K j with K j M from our set of critical values. Similarly, in the second case we set low := M and remove the values smaller than the median M.
Clearly, this can be done in Or time. Since M was the median of the K j the number of critical values decreases by a factor of one half.
Then, the total time e ort Timer for the binary search satis es the recurrence:
where T M S T is the time needed for one MST computation. The solution of the recurrence is Timer = Or + T M S T log r. Since r 2 O m, this shows that we obtain the interval K i ; K i+1 containing K by Olog m MST computations plus an overhead of Om elementary operations.
Notice that by construction the interval K i ; K i+1 does not contain any critical points in the interior. If K i = K i+1 , then we know that K = K i = K i+1 . This way w e have determined K . In this case we can compute the order of all edges with respect to h K in Om log m time and stop the modi ed sorting algorithm. Lemma 8.1 then enables us to compute a reduction with the properties i and ii stated there.
Otherwise, the interior of K i ; K i+1 is nonempty. We compute a minimum spanning tree T with respect to h K i and test whether h K i T 1+ K i . If this is the case, then K K i , which implies that K = K i since we know that K 2 K i ; K i+1 . Again, the adopted sorting procedure can stop after having computed the ordering of all edges with respect to h K .
The remaining case is that K i K K i+1 . In this case it is easy to see that answering the comparisons from the rst round by inspecting the weights h , where 2 K i ; K i+1 i s a n y interior point o f t h e interval K i ; K i+1 , gives the same results as answering the comparisons with respect to the h K -weights. Thus, at the end of the the rst round, our algorithm has either found K and thus the ordering of all edges in the graph with respect to their h K -weights, or we can answer the comparisons from the rst round using the ordering of the edges with respect to h .
The above process is repeated Olog m times, once for each parallel step of the parallel sorting machine. Since in each of the Olog m rounds we answer all comparisons of the parallel sorting scheme, upon termination we have found the ordering of the edges with respect to the h K -weights. We then use Lemma 8.1 to compute a reduction strategy r and a tree T.
The time needed for the algorithm above can be estimated as follows: There are Olog m cycles altogether. In each round we e v aluate Om i n tersection points. Also, we need Olog m minimum spanning tree computations plus the overhead of Om. This results in an overall time of Om log m + T M S T log 2 m, where T M S T = On + m log m; n is the time needed for computing a minimum spanning tree. See AK+95, GW92, KV+94 for the results on the corresponding unicriterion problems. We illustrate these extensions by brie y discussing the modi cations necessary for obtaining an approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree problem. Let Approx-Steiner denote a approximation algorithm for the Steiner tree problem. For example, we can use the 11 6 approximation algorithm by Zelikovsky Ze94 . In
Step 3 of the test procedure displayed in Figure 5 , we call Approx-Steiner to compute an approximate solution to the Steiner tree problem in G using the weight h K e for each e 2 E. Let MSTEINERT G denote a minimum cost Steiner tree in G. Then, it is straightforward to see that Lemma 7.1 holds even if replace M S T G by MSTEINERT G . Finally, it is easy to see that proof of Theorem 7.3 carries over with an additional factor of in the performance for the budget as well as the cost of the tree. Thus, for all 0, and for some 1 2, we get a 1 + 1= ; 1 + approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner tree problem. In contrast, recall Theorem 6.4 that unless P = NP, for any 1, there is no polynomial time ; 1 approximation for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Steiner Tree problem even when restricted to bipartite graphs.
The above discussion leads us to state a general result for this case. Let be one of the unicriterion edge cost based problems Total Cost, S considered in AK+95, GW92, KV+94, BR+95 . It can beseen that the above theorem can begeneralized from the bicriteria case to the multicriteria case with appropriate worsening of the performance guarantees.
10 Improved Algorithm for Treewidth Bounded Graphs and Linear Costs
In this section we will show how to obtain an improved algorithm for the class of treewidth bounded graphs when the reduction costs on the edges are linear. A class of treewidth-bounded graphs can bespeci ed using a nite numberof primitive graphs and a nite collection of binary composition rules. We use this characterization for proving our results. A class of treewidth-bounded graphs , is inductively de ned as follows BL+87 .
1. The numberof primitive graphs in , is nite.
2. Each graph in , has an ordered set of special nodes called terminals. The numberof terminals in each graph is bounded by a constant, say k. 3. There is a nite collection of binary composition rules that operate only at terminals, either by identifying two terminals or adding an edge between terminals. A composition rule also determines the terminals of the resulting graph, which must be a subset of the terminals of the two graphs being composed.
The basic idea behind the algorithm in this section is to reduce the problem of improving the tree to some appropriately chosen bicriteria problem. To this end we recall the following result from MRS + 95 :
Theorem 10.1 1. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given an undirected graph G on n nodes with two nonnegative integral costs E and F on its edges, a bound E, and a xed 0, c onstructs a spanning tree o f G of total E-cost at most 1 + E and of total F-cost at most 1 + 1 = times that of the minimum-F -cost of any spanning tree with total E-cost at most E.
2. For the class of treewidth-bounded graphs, there is a polynomial time algorithm that returns a spanning tree of total E-cost at most E and and of total F-cost at most 1 + " times that of any spanning tree with total E-cost at most E.
3. There i s a p olynomial-time algorithm that, given an undirected g r aph G on n nodes with two nonnegative integral costs E and F on its edges, a bound D, and a xed " 0, constructs a spanning tree of G of diameter at most 2dlog 2 neD under the E-costs and of total F-cost at most 1 + "dlog 2 ne times that of the minimum-F-cost of any spanning tree with diameter at most D under E. 2
We use the second part of the theorem to obtain an improved approximation for treewidth-bounded graphs under linear reduction costs as follows. First, we transform the original graph into another graph that can be fed into the algorithm from Theorem 10.1. To this end, we replace each edge e = u; v of the original graph by a certain subgraph in such a w ay that the treewidth does not increase. The transformation procedure is shown in Figure 7 and an example of a transformation is displayed in Figure 8 .
Let G bethe original graph and G 0 bethe graph obtained as a result of the transformation. Also, let twG and twG 0 denote the treewidths of G and G 0 respectively. We have the following observation.
Observation 10.2 Whenever twG 3, we have that twG = t wG 0 .
2 Transform" 1 for each edge e = u; v in the graph let b e bechosen so that 1 + " be `e , min e 1 + " be+1 . 2 Add b e +2 new vertices r k , k = ,1; 0; : : : ; b e , which are joined together in a simple cycle.
3 for all k;,1 k b e , join r k to both u and v. 4 For k 0, the edge u; r k has E-cost Eu; r k :=`e , 1 + " k and F-cost 1 + " k c e , while the edge u; r ,1 has E-cost`e and F-cost 0. All the edges r k ; v and r k ; r k+1 h a ve their E-cost and F-cost set to zero. An example of the above transformation for b e = 2 can beseen in Figure 8 . 
Correctness and Performance Guarantee
Let r denote the optimal reduction involving a cost of at most B, let T be a minimum spanning tree in r G and let L := MST G `,r be its weight in the modi ed graph. Also, let T 0 be a tree in G 0 with minimum total F-cost F 0 := FT 0 among all trees in G 0 that have E-cost at most !. The performance guarantee provided by Heuristic-TW-Upgrade shown in Figure 9 is summarized in the following theorem: Proof: Let us rst understand the relationship between B 0 and B and that between F 0 and L . Consider the tree T in G. We can de ne a tree T 00 in G 0 in the following way: For an edge e = u; v 2 T that is reduced by r e we select an edge u; r j in G 0 of E-cost`e , be, where be is selected in such a w ay that be 1+" r e be.
We also select the edge r j ; v to belong to T 00 . Observe that the edge u; r j selected in the above fashion has its length reduced by at most 1 + " r e and at least by r e. Using this fact the following claim can beproven.
Claim: The F-cost of the tree T 00 is at most 1 + "B. The total E-cost of the tree T 00 in G 0 is at most L . 2 Hence we have demonstrated a witness tree T 00 such that if the bound on the Elength is L , then the F-cost of this tree is bounded from above by B 0 := 1 + "B. Consequently, the minimum F-cost tree T 0 in G 0 under the constraint that the E-cost does not exceed L will have cost at most B 0 . Thus the binary search will terminate with a value L 0 L . Speci cally, for our algorithm sketched above, the total weight MST G `, r, where r is the reduction returned by the heuristic, is then bounded from above b y 1 + "L 0 1 + "L . Moreover, the cost of reduction r which is de ned in Step 5 of Heuristic-TW-Upgrade is no more than the F-cost of the tree T 0 , which is found with the help of the algorithm from Theorem 10.1.
Since we know that the cost of this tree is bounded above by B 0 = 1 + " B by the fact that the binary search has indeed terminated with some L 0 , the claimed performance guarantee with respect to the budget follows. 
Running Time
We now show that the algorithm can beimplemented to run in polynomial time. For this, observe that for a xed value of " 0, the number of edges added i.e., the value of b e is polynomial in the size of the input. This proves that the procedure Transform runs in time Om log M where M = P e2E` e. Next, observe that the binary search in the main procedure can be done in polynomial time. Thus the algorithm can be executed in polynomial time.
Extensions and Related Remarks
In the following, we brie y outline the extensions of the above technique in solving other edge based network improvement problems.
First, by a slight extension of the ideas in MRS + 95 the above algorithm can be modi ed to obtain a 1 + ; 1 approximation algorithm for R-Upgrade-TotalCost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree for treewidth-bounded graphs. The basic idea is to modify the algorithm in MRS + 95 to nd a 1 + ; 1 approximation algorithm to the bicriteria spanning tree problem. This combined with above procedure yields a 1+ ; 1 approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem when restricted to the class of treewidth bounded graphs.
Second, we note that using the same techniques as in the case of treewidth-bounded graphs and the Part 1 of Theorem 10.1, we can obtain a 1 + 1 = ; 1 + "1 + approximation algorithm for the R-Upgrade-Total-Cost, Total Cost, Spanning Tree problem on general graphs with linear reduction costs, for any positive value of and ". However, such an approximation algorithm would beinferior to the approximation algorithm Heuristic-Upgrade given in Section 7 in the following ways.
1. Even if we ignore the results of Section 8, the running time of HeuristicUpgrade as stated in Section 7 is Olog nLmax T MST n; m where L max is the maximum length of an edge in G and T MST n; m is the time needed to compute a minimum spanning tree in a graph with n nodes and m edges. The approximation algorithm based on Part 1 of Theorem 10.1 would rst construct using the transformation shown in Figure 7 a graph G 0 by replacing each edge of G by a subgraph with log B edges and nodes. Thus, the resulting graph G 0 has n + m log B nodes and m log B edges. For this graph, as discussed in MRS + 95 , the parametric search procedure would run in Olog L max T MST n + m log B;mlog B time. Using the best known value for T MST n; m = n + m log m; n GGST86 , it can be seen that HeuristicUpgrade is faster by a factor of Olog B. This improvement in running time is particularly signi cant when the value of B is large. For example, if B = 2 m 2 , the time improvement factor is Om 2 .
2. Heuristic-Upgrade provides a performance guarantee of 1 + 1= ; 1 + ignoring the additive constant " which can be made arbitrarily close to zero, thus improving the budget violation by the factor 1 + ". 3. As already mentioned, Heuristic-Upgrade can handle a variety of di erent cost functions while the approximation algorithm based on Theorem 10.1 works only for linear cost functions. 4. Heuristic-Upgrade does not require any additional space while the other approximation algorithm carries out a transformation that increases the size of the graph signi cantly. Finally, the transformation of Figure 7 along with Part 3 of Theorem 10.1 can be used to obtain an Olog n; Olog n approximation algorithm for the R-UpgradeTotal-Cost, Diameter, Spanning Tree problem and its variants 0 1 and integer reductions. The techniques immediately extend to the Steiner variants of the problems. The ideas are almost identical and hence we omit the proof.
Conclusions and Future Work
We studied the complexity and approximability of several natural network improvement problems. The results obtained in this paper are summarized in Table 1 General Graphs strongly NP-hard strongly NP-hard strongly NP-hard also hard to approx. within 11=10,"; 1," 0 log n also hard to approx. within 11=10,"; 1," 0 log n also hard to approx. within 11=10,"; 1," 0 log n Olog n; Olog napprox.
Olog n; Olog napprox.
Olog n; Olog napprox. The results in this paper raise the following additional questions. One obvious open question is to improve the performance guarantees of the problems considered in this paper. Second, it is worth considering other related network improvement network design problems. As a step in this direction, in KN + 96 , we have considered nodebased network improvement problems and provided both hardness and easiness results for a number of such problems. Third, as a step further, it is interesting in general to look at other improvement problems for graphs. One such class of problems which might b e i n teresting are the location theoretic problems such as the k-center problem. The paper by Berman Ber92 represents the rst work in this direction. Finally, it would be interesting to look at the above problems for special classes of graphs such a s grid graphs, perfect graphs and investigate the existence of more e cient algorithms for the above problems restricted to these graph classes. As a step in this direction, in KN + 96 , we show that several problems considered here have a fully polynomial approximation schemes FPAS when restricted to the class of treewidth bounded graphs.
